FEATURED HIGHLIGHTS

1. THE FIFTH STAR CHALLENGE
Discover the meaning of the stars and stripes on the city’s flag. Help select a fifth star inspired by highlights from Chicago’s past!

2. THE GREAT CHICAGO ADVENTURE
In this exciting all-ages film, travel through time with Roger and his babysitter, Jean, to see major events in Chicago’s history. To allow for social distancing, showtimes and capacity are limited. Visit the marquee outside the theater for showtimes.

3. MILLIONS OF MOMENTS: THE CHICAGO SUN-TIMES PHOTO COLLECTION
Featuring 150 images from the Chicago History Museum's Chicago Sun-Times collection, Millions of Moments is a first look at highlights from five million negatives spanning the 1940s to the early 2000s—one of the largest newspaper photograph collections ever acquired by an American museum.

4. CITY ON FIRE: CHICAGO 1871
NOW OPEN | Designed for children 13 and under, City on Fire invites them and their adults to learn what life was like before, during, and after the Great Chicago Fire.

5. VIVIAN MAIER: IN COLOR
Vivian Maier’s photographs on the streets of Chicago and its suburbs encourage viewers to look beyond the ordinary. This exhibition features 65 color images from the 1950s to 1970s, most of which have never been on display, as well as film clips, quotations, and sound bites.